Mackintosh Corry Hall: Room D214

Additional Photos:

Image Description: The entryway door of room D214 in Mackintosh Corry Hall is a double grey door with a lever handle on the right door.

Image Description: View of the classroom from the instructor’s podium. There are rows of long fixed tables and blue chairs that swivel from the table. The wall at the back of the room has areas of yellow paint and colorful hexagon panels. This classroom has tiered steps to access the middle and back areas of the room. The entryway door is located at the back of the room.
Image Description: View of the classroom from a student seat near the rear of the room. In front are rows of wood tables and blue chairs. The instructor’s podium is at the front of the room on the left. The front wall of the classroom is covered in a whiteboard surface. A digital projector on the ceiling projects onto the whiteboard surface at the front of the classroom.